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20 questions. That’s the right number of questions an IT department should ask when determining whether all-in-one PCs make sense for your enterprise. This white paper by Cybernet Manufacturing presents a checklist of considerations, and how to evaluate whether an all-in-one PC vendor measures up to these standards. IT managers, directors, CIOs and other IT staff will find this set of guidelines helpful for decision-making.

FACTORS TO CONSIDER:
There are several key considerations when evaluating all-in-one PCs, listed here in the form of questions that should be asked. These factors are grouped into categories and include User Requirements (who will use the PC and how it will be used); User Physical Environment (workspace, mobility, environmental); Network (OS and connectivity); Implementation (resources, deployment issues); Maintenance (upgradeability, repair, warranty, tech support); and Budgetary (pricing, long-term planning). Any all-in-one PC that you consider should be evaluated against this checklist. Following the checklist is a table that addresses how Cybernet addresses these considerations with our line of all-in-one PCs.

User Requirements

1. Application requirements:
   Question: What type of applications will be run on the system, and how much processing power do they require?
   Evaluate the number of applications that are in use simultaneously by each user, along with applications that may be graphics-intensive. (Individual users across the enterprise may have different requirements.) This will drive the amount of RAM, size of CPU, and hard drive capacity that is needed for each PC. Most all-in-one PC vendors offer some choice of memory, CPU or hard drive, but some all-in-one PCs don’t have upgradeable CPUs, memory or hard drives. Make sure that the all-in-one PCs you buy will handle both present and future requirements 3 to 5 years out.

2. Reliability:
   Question: Is there a need to run the PCs 24/7?
   Every all-in-one PC vendor needs to have reliability data from internal tests or from an external source, and you should request it. A vendor may also have historical reliability data, expressed in terms of number of units shipped versus number of units returned for repair over time, along with some insight
on root cause of the problems that required repair. In addition to requesting reliability data, ask to speak with some of their customers who can provide anecdotal evidence of reliability. Make sure that your all-in-one PCs can handle continuous or near-continuous operation to meet the needs of your users.

3. User interface requirements:

*Question: Do users need touch screen capability or other special interface technology?*

Users may need a touch screen interface on their PCs to use their enterprise software applications. When evaluating an all in one PC, you need to find out if touch screen capability is available now, or can be added to the unit in the future. Also evaluate vendors in terms of the type of touch screen technology implemented. Resistive technology is the most common, but the newer projected capacitive touch screen technology may be better. If your enterprise environment requires the use of gloves, make sure that the touch screen technology implemented will work with gloved touch. Touch screen PCs may also have multi-touch capability: 1-, 4-, 10-finger, etc. Make sure that you have the right touch screen technology as well as the most functionality for the money.

All-in-One PCs should have logically-located buttons or switches and easily identifiable markings to find them. An all in one LCD PC is also your monitor, so how does the user control display properties such as brightness and contrast, or control volume? All in one LCD PCs should have an on-screen display capability to give the user these measures of control.

4. Features, functionality, and expansion:

*Question: What type of ports, graphics, or multimedia does the PC have to support, and can you expand its capabilities?*

All-in-one PCs today must have a minimum set of features to support Internet, graphics and multimedia, all of which are used in any business enterprise today. A minimum of 4 USB ports should be available on the PC, along with a Gigabit Ethernet port. Users may even need two NIC ports; one for the Internet and one for an intranet. Along with standard features, it’s extremely important to consider expansion capability. Does the PC have expansion slots for serial or parallel ports, or perhaps a second NIC card? All-in-one PCs should be designed with the ability to add this capability and not be an enclosed system.

Some all-in-one PCs have an embedded graphics engine built into the motherboard chipset, or a dedicated graphics card with its own GPU and dedicated memory no less than 1 GB to handle complex graphics applications, including 3D renderings. Multimedia functionality needs to include high-res video and audio with Dolby Digital surround sound. Your users may have varying degrees of requirements for these features, so make sure that their current applications will work well with the targeted model, and check the Minimum HW Requirements for any new software application that you are thinking of purchasing over the next year.

5. Peripheral systems:

*Question: Are there any legacy I/O devices or equipment that the PC will need to interface with?*

Input devices such as readers and scanners are often used in the enterprise environment, and connect to a PC via serial or parallel ports. If those devices will continue to be used, then the all-in-one PC will need to have enough legacy port connections to support them. These connections are becoming increasingly more difficult to find in new PCs.
**User Physical Environment**

6. **Workspace:**

Question: *Where do you need to free up workspace now? Are there planned moves or construction that will change the users’ workspace configuration?*

The current and future available workspace per user needs to be characterized at a high level. If there are remodels, moves or new construction planned for the users, you need to find out what the new configuration will be in order to plan the computer equipment for the space as well as the quantity of PCs needed. You need to consider whether there will be offices or cubicles, whether the desktop surface will be limited, how much floor space there is, and the location and access to cabling. The PC users need to be consulted as well. Where do they want to free up space or remove clutter? How can all-in-one PCs free up the workspace for your users?

For shared work areas such as reception desks, customer service counters, lab areas, or conference rooms, you need to identify the amount of space available on the desktop surface as well as floor space. For these areas, there may be limited floor space, so all in one PCs in a monitor or keyboard will be essential and will reduce the amount of clutter when there is more than person using the PC equipment.

7. **Form factors:**

Question: *Which form factor best fits the workspace?*

Once you have an idea of how the user workspace is or will be configured, how much space do you have to work with? Will an all-in-one LCD PC or a keyboard PC be better for the space? If you’re evaluating an all-in-one LCD PC, how wide a monitor can the space accommodate? You’ll need to do some measurements of the space in order to choose the right dimensions of the PC, and to determine where the cable access points are.

There are two major form factors for all-in-one PCs: keyboard PCs and LCD PCs. Keyboard PCs have a unique advantage because you can connect them to any existing monitor and instantly turn it into a PC system. That may save you some money because you can keep your existing monitors. The other form factor is the LCD PC, which may be available in different sizes and display formats: 4:3 or widescreen 16:9. If you choose a widescreen, you may want to make sure that the main software applications will also display properly on a 16:9 screen; sometimes they appear stretched.

8. **Environmental requirements:**

Question: *Depending on how the PC will be used and the environment in which it will be used, what special features/specifications are required?*

All-in-one PCs are designed using components that should require less power, and therefore save energy. Look for an Energy Star 5.0 rating. The Energy Star designation is an energy efficiency guideline set by the U.S. EPA and U.S. DOE. By purchasing Energy Star qualified products, businesses can save up to hundreds of thousands of dollars annually.

Some environments also require a fanless PC that reduces the amount of circulating dust or particulate matter in the air; look for all-in-one PCs that utilize fanless cooling technology. Fanless PCs are great for
sterile environments in medical facilities, and also for factories with clean rooms. In some manufacturing environments that produce dust or dirt, a fanless PC is desirable because this debris won’t be sucked into the computer. Keeping dust out of the PC will extend its lifecycle.

Some all-in-one PC manufacturers also have “green” policies for take-back recycling and using recyclable materials; you should check the vendor’s websites for those specifications and their products’ green ratings. The EPEAT rating is especially important in reducing the environmental impact of electronics products. EPEAT is a program of the Green Electronics Council, a government and industry consortium that developed a set of 51 criteria to achieve different ratings: Bronze, Silver, or Gold. The higher the EPEAT rating, the better.

There are also some unique features that all-in-one PCs may need if they are used in medical or industrial environments. UL60601-1 and EN60601-1 are electrical safety standards that apply to medical equipment including PCs, and are based on the amount of protection required for the patient and the operator of the equipment. PCs used in medical facilities should carry one or both of those certifications.

PCs may also need to have an antimicrobial coating and bezels that are waterproof so they can be cleaned; look for IP65 or IP66 certifications. Antimicrobial coatings are applied to the computer case as an injection-powder coating, or the case itself has antimicrobial chemicals mixed into the plastic. Check the ratings of antimicrobial coatings; the PC case should be able to withstand 6000 cleanings with disinfectant before the coating begins to degrade. Request this data from the PC vendor.

9. Hardware mobility/Mounting options:

*Question: Will the PC need to operate on a mobile cart, or will it need to be mounted on a wall or extension arm?*

If your PCs need to be placed on a mobile cart, there are two types: corded or powered. Corded mobile carts should have a power cord at least three or four feet long; these are designed to be used in various locations within a room without having to power down the PC. Powered medical carts have their own onboard battery and can be moved from room to room for hours at a time before needed a recharge. A powered medical cart should have an Energy Star 5.0 rating and a power-saving/power management control system that will conserve battery life. You also need to evaluate the power requirements of the PC, along with its ability to handle the shock and vibration from constant movement. All-in-one PCs should consume low power such that it can be deployed and used on a powered cart for about 8 hours before the cart’s battery needs recharging.

Corded mobile carts are very lightweight, but powered carts tend to be heavy due to the battery, so make sure the all-in-one PC you’re placing on a powered cart weighs less than 17 pounds.

Another consideration for all-in-one PCs that will be used on a cart is the type of software applications that will be used on a cart. Most of these applications are server-side and therefore don’t require a lot of processing power or memory. That means that the processing power of the all-in-one PC levels doesn’t have to be high-end, so that will save you some money. For example, a PC with an Intel D5 chipset and 2-4 GB of RAM will be adequate for these types of software applications.
If the all-in-one PC will be on a cart, you will definitely need adequate wireless capability to connect with the required networks. In addition to the usual 802.11 b/g/n standards, you will need 802.11 “a”, which is 5Ghz. Make sure that the all-in-one PC can support this connectivity.

If the PC will be placed on a wall, make sure the PC hardware has standard 75/100mm VESA mounting holes without requiring special adapters that may add to the purchase price.

**Network and OS**

10. Operating system requirements:
*Question: Which operating system does the enterprise use now, and will it be changing in the next year?*
Many enterprises are still using Windows XP and have not yet transitioned to Windows 7 or beyond. If your enterprise software is not compatible with Windows 7, that can be a huge expenditure to invest in software upgrades. Therefore, if you’re not ready to upgrade software, you should find PC hardware that will support backward compatibility to Windows XP. No matter which all-in-one PC you buy, make sure that loading Windows XP on it won’t void the warranty.

All-in-one PCs deployed throughout the enterprise may require a special administrative control/access interface that sits in front of the Windows desktop. If that needs to be installed on all PCs, make sure this is something that the all-in-one PC vendor can do if you have them provide an imaging service.

11. Network requirements:
*Question: What are the technical requirements for internal and external networks, and security?*
Network connectivity is crucial for all enterprise PCs, so it’s of utmost importance that PC hardware also support network security systems and software. You’ll need to consider the types of connectivity the all-in-one PC can support – both wired and wireless. For wired connections, the all-in-one PC should have at least one Gb Ethernet NIC and preferably two of them because in some enterprise environments, a second NIC may be needed to control another device that receives or collects data. If the all-in-one PC only has one Gb Ethernet NIC, find out whether another one can be added.

The evolving standards for wireless networking and security also factor into your assessment of an all-in-one PC. Many enterprises use Cisco networks with CCX authentication as part of the infrastructure, so make sure wireless devices supported by your all-in-one PC will be compatible with the full range of 802.11 a/b/g/n standards. The 802.11 “a” is a new standard required in some enterprise environments such as hospitals; 802.11a devices operate at a 5GHz frequency and therefore don’t interfere with other wireless devices that may be locally in use.
Implementation

12. IT resources available:
Question: How large a staff do you have now and over the next year for HW implementation and maintenance?
If you have limited staff, it’s a good idea to decide how many manufacturers you can feasibly work with at one time. For a given project, procuring all-in-one PCs from multiple manufacturers will take a lot of time because support will be different for each one. If you standardize on one manufacturer’s platform, you can push upgrades out simultaneously, support it more easily, and serve your users more effectively.

13. Conversion challenges:
Question: Which hardware and software will have to be converted to the all-in-one PCs?
One of the advantages of all-in-one PCs should be ease of deployment, so evaluate a demo model to find out how simple it is to connect the PC to power and the network. It should take only a few minutes to connect and install the hardware.

The other consideration is operating system and enterprise software. It will save you a lot of time and money to find an all-in-one PC manufacturer that offer imaging/ghosting services that make it easier to do system-wide roll-out and implementation. Tier 1 all-in-one PC manufacturers such as HP, Dell, or Lenovo don’t offer such services, but Tier 2 manufacturers do offer imaging. The process is simple: the manufacturer ships you one unit, you add your software and configure it and ship it back to the manufacturer, who then images the remaining units. When you receive the shipment of PCs, you’re ready to go. Imaging services reduce deployment time by several days.

Maintenance

14. Upgradeability:
Question: Can the targeted all-in-one PC be upgraded?
What is the upgradeability of the targeted all-in-one PC? Some All-in-One PCs are closed systems and the warranty is voided if hardware is opened up to add more memory modules or change out a CPU. The other factor to evaluate is whether you can adapt the PC to future needs, such as adding a touch screen or other functionality a year or two out. Also find out whether there are expansion slots inside the PC – another good way to add features and functionality in the future. Expansion slots should be PCI Express or mini-PCI Express. The older 32-bit PCI card slot is too old, and you won’t be able to find cards for it (although some PC manufacturers still offer them, so be on the lookout.) When it comes to PC hardware, if you have the ability to upgrade, you extend the product lifecycle and save money.
15. Access for Repair:

Question: Can the targeted all-in-one PC be opened?
Do you have access to the inside of the PC to do repair? If it’s an enclosed system, you may have to return it in order to do a repair; that results in downtime for one of your users. Sometimes the PC warranty prohibits the user from opening up the PC without voiding the warranty. If you have the technical resources to do troubleshooting and simple repair in-house, having easy access to the inside of the PC is an important consideration.

Along with the ability to access your PC for repair, it’s also essential that the manufacturer is willing and able to send you the spare parts that you can replace yourself. With all-in-one PCs, the motherboards are usually custom-designed, but you should be able to replace the CPU, hard drive and memory with off-the-shelf or manufacturers’ parts. Beware of PCs that have the memory modules soldered on to the motherboard; manufacturers do this to reduce the physical profile, but that means you can never change out the memory.

16. Warranty:

Question: What types of warranties are available and what are the terms?
PC standard warranties are fairly uniform throughout the industry; usually one year parts and labor. You should also find out whether extended warranties are available, and evaluate the price of them versus the price of the PC. All-in-one PC manufacturers should offer extended warranties up to 4 or 5 years, because most enterprises keep PCs that long and you want to have warranty protection for their entire lifecycle.

For both standard and extended warranties, read the fine print to learn what voids a warranty or not; are your normal maintenance practices compatible with the terms of the warranty?

17. Tech support:

Question: What are the details of the Tech Support offered by the manufacturer?
Tech support is always a crucial issue for PC hardware, and there are several things to consider. The first is location of the manufacturer’s tech support operations. U.S.-based support is advisable, especially for U.S. companies.

Assess the level of knowledge that the manufacturer’s tech support staff has. Are they employees of the manufacturer who know the technology and have repaired the PCs themselves? That’s the most desirable type of tech support. The alternative is a situation where tech support is outsourced and workers just follow a script or workflow diagram. These call centers are often located overseas and present language barriers and bad phone connections. On top of that, outsourced/offshore call centers often handle support for many manufacturers at one time, and therefore are not company employees, and don’t have the same level of technical knowledge. Which type of tech support would you rather have for your mission-critical operations? You should demand dedicated tech support to get all the levels of support you need from one manufacturer. Also ask them what types of support are offered: phone, email, or chat.
Inquire as to how the manufacturer handles returns, and who pays for shipping. The manufacturer should pay for shipping both ways for returns. Manufacturers should also offer a 30-day return policy. Find out where the service centers are when you ship something back; if you’re in the U.S., you don’t want to ship your unit to Asia for repair, which can take months to get the unit back to you.

Warranty repair services are usually available, and manufacturers may also offer out-of-warranty repair for a flat fee, or hourly fee. Do some research on these services to see if the range of services will be a good fit for your IT operations.

**Budgetary**

18. Pricing:
*Question: What is the price of the all-in-one PC, and will it fit our budget?*
There are a lot of all-in-one PCs out there to choose from, with prices ranging from $499 to more than $2000. You need to consider features/functionality needs now and expansion in the future. It’s always wise to budget for tomorrow (3 years from now), not for today. Make sure you have upgrade paths for your all-in-one PCs to get the most out of your investment.

19. Manufacturer Verification:
*Question: Is your targeted all-in-one PC vendor the real manufacturer of the PC?*
There are many companies in the PC industry that claim to be the real original equipment manufacturer (OEM), but are really resellers of a PC manufacturer’s products instead. These resellers may put their own brands or labels on the equipment, but it is manufactured by some other company that is often located overseas. Unless you are dealing with a large Tier 1 vendor like HP, Dell, Lenovo, etc., you should take steps to verify that the vendor’s products meet the electronics standards expected of all PCs today. OEMs should make available their FCC, CE and UL certification and documentation; any one of these certifications will be about 150 pages in length. If the vendor is not willing to make this documentation available to you, then they are likely not the manufacturer. What’s the downside of not using an OEM for your all-in-one PCs? Tech support, warranty, upgradeability, and continuing product lifecycle will likely be less than adequate if you are not dealing with an OEM, which can cost you time and money in the long run. It pays to do your homework when you are selecting an all-in-one PC vendor.

20. Product lifecycle:
*Question: How long will we need to keep these all-in-one PCs before replacing them?*
Companies are keeping PCs a minimum of 4 years now due to the economy; it used to be 3 years. Will the all-in-one PC that you are considering last that long? Does the manufacturer have product line continuity into the future so that they will remain in business, offer new products to upgrade to, and future support?

Vendors’ product lifecycles should be compatible with your IT lifecycle needs. On the one hand, it’s good to be able to have a new PC model with updated features and functionality when you are ready for
it. On the other hand, some all-in-one PC manufacturers have very short product lifecycles and release new product models too frequently; some as often as every two months. That presents an issue if you have a business environment such as health care where the computer hardware may need to be certified for use and the process takes months. If the chosen PC is going to be changing every few months, by the time it’s certified you may not be able to even order the same one that has just been certified. It’s better to find an all-in-one PC manufacturer that has a different product cycle – one with longer intervals between releases. You need to be aware of your own company’s PC lifecycle, and how long the PC configuration has to stay the same hardware-wise and also software-wise. You don’t want to have to re-image your systems every few months, either. Choose a manufacturer based on their ability to provide the all-in-one PC technology that will fit your company’s product lifecycle.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consideration Factor</th>
<th>How Cybernet and Our Products Measure Up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Application requirements</td>
<td>Customization enables the right power and performance for all of your apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Reliability</td>
<td>Exceptional reliability: 50,000 hrs MTBF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. User interface requirements</td>
<td>Multi-touch screen capability available on all our LCD PCs, onscreen display controls built in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Features/functionality</td>
<td>Latest graphics capabilities (high-res and 3D), 4 or more USB ports, High-def video/audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Peripheral systems</td>
<td>Serial and parallel ports enable connectivity with legacy equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Workspace</td>
<td>Full line of space-saving all-in-one PCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Form Factors</td>
<td>Choose keyboard PCs or all-in-one LCD PCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Environmental requirements</td>
<td>Low power consumption; green; IP65/66, EN60601-1, and UL60601-1 certifications, antimicrobial coatings on medical computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Hardware mobility/mounting options</td>
<td>All our PCs can be VESA-mounted on a wall or on an arm, or used on a medical cart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Operating System requirements</td>
<td>Supports Windows 7, downgradable to XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Network requirements</td>
<td>Wireless 802.11 a/b/g/n, GbE Fast Ethernet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. IT resources available</td>
<td>We offer imaging services to assist with roll-out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Conversion challenges</td>
<td>Takes mere minutes to deploy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Upgradeability</td>
<td>Can upgrade RAM, CPU, hard drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Access for repair</td>
<td>Easy access to inside of all of our PCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Warranty</td>
<td>Std. 1-year, plus enhanced options available. Opening the PC does not void warranty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Tech support</td>
<td>U.S.-based Tech Support, flat fee repair, RMA warranty service, Lifetime phone support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Pricing</td>
<td>Affordable, customizable for needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Manufacturer Verification</td>
<td>Cybernet has UL, FCC and CE documentation available for review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Product lifecycle</td>
<td>Long product life, Cybernet’s sole focus is on all-in-one PCs since 1996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>